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Surely you have heard a lot about dermal fillers and within them mention the star ingredient: 
hyaluronic acid. But did you know that Renuva is a fat-derived injectable filler that is making a 
lot of noise for its amazing results? 
 
Dr. Campos, our expert collaborator on skin and aging issues, told us about the treatment. 
 
What does it consist of? 
 
Renuva is a fat-derived injectable filler that adds small amounts of volume while improving skin 
tone and texture for long-lasting, natural-looking results. Similar to the action of a fat transfer, 
but with the safety and ease of an injectable dermal filler as it can be done quickly without 
anesthesia or incisions. Created from carefully selected and purified fat, this filler is FDA-cleared 
and improves age-related volume loss in various areas of the face and body. 
 
The fat graft is processed to preserve the extracellular matrix that contains collagens, proteins, 
and growth factors found in adipose tissue. The resulting matrix serves as a framework to 
support cell repopulation and vascularization at the injection site. 
 
What are its benefits? 
 
It is a very versatile option since it can be used for different cosmetic reasons in various areas of 
the body. It can be applied to the face to improve the appearance of wrinkles and expression 
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lines, it can also correct irregularities created by breast implants and liposuction, as well as 
gently shape the buttocks. 
 
It has also been used in craniofacial reconstructive procedures, as well as to smooth out 
cellulite dimples. Once this filler integrates with your body, it can help stimulate the growth of 
natural fat for sustained results over time. 
 
Unlike synthetic facial fillers, which last anywhere from a few months to two years, Renuva's 
hosting injections provide results that last anywhere from 5 to 10 years. 
 
Who is the ideal patient? 
 
It is an ideal option for both men and women who hope to turn back time by improving fine 
lines on the face but would like a much longer lasting filler. It is a good option if you want the 
natural-looking improvements created by fat grafting without liposuction or anesthesia since it 
is safe for any area of the body. 
 
What can be expected during treatment? 
 
In most cases, Renuva injections only take ten minutes. The patient is prepared in advance for 
the procedure. After cleaning the area, several injections of Renuva will be applied under the 
skin at strategic points to achieve the desired objectives. During this process, the injection site 
is gently massaged to ensure that the filler is even and correctly positioned. Once the injections 
are complete, the practitioner will assess the skin and determine if enough filler was used 
allowing results to be seen almost immediately. 
 
What is your cost? 
 
The total cost depends on several factors, such as the size of the treated areas, the amount of 
product required, and the number of sessions recommended. The cost of a small area can be 
between $900 to $1100 dollars and more. 
 
One last recommendation... 
 
Since Renuva injections are performed without general anesthesia, you will be able to leave 
after the procedure and resume your normal activities. Of course, you should avoid minimum 
intense physical exercise for two or three days so that your body has time to rest and recover. 
You may be able to see some improvements from your Renuva injections right away, but it will 
take at least eight weeks before your full results are visible. If you need another treatment, it 
can be done in about three to six months. What do you think? 
 

https://peopleenespanol.com/ponte-bella/renuva-relleno-para-perdida-volumen/  


